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Abstract

The paper proposes an architecture for the on�
line evolution of new behavioral competences on a
robotic agent� Some experimental results for evolv�
ing a set of primitive behaviors are presented�

Introduction

A central question in ALife research is how new com�
plexity and new functionality may emerge �Steels������
Selectionism and self�organisation have so far been put
forward as the key explanatory principles �Langton������
These principles have been been applied at many level
of biological systems	 from the chemical reactions that
explain the origin of life �Kaufmann���
� to the interac�
tion between individuals in societies �Deneubourg���
��
This paper explores in how far selectionism and self�
organisation may lead to the build up of behavioral com�
plexity in animals� In the tradition of Alife research	 this
exploration takes place by building arti�cial systems	 i�c�
robotic agents�
There has already been a large amount of work

attempting to use selectionist techniques for evolv�
ing behavioral competences� Holland for example has
developed classi�er systems and used genetic algo�
rithms to evolve them �Holland����� Koza has shown
how the reactive �nite state machines proposed by
Brooks �Brooks����� can be evolved using genetic pro�
gramming techniques �Koza������ The Sussex group
�Cli�s	et�al����
� has proposed an experimental environ�
ment for using genetic techniques based on real sen�
sory data� Selectionist mechanisms have also been pro�
posed by neurobiologists	 notably Edelman	 as an alter�
native explanation to the inductive or associative mech�
anisms dominating the literature on neural networks
�Edelman������
All this work is extremely valuable and has provided

inspiration and techniques for the work reported here�
Our own approach di�ers however in the following re�
spects�

� Subsymbolic vs symbolic� The classi�er systems of Hol�
land are in the tradition of symbolic AI� They assume
that the world needs to be categorised in terms of pred�
icates like �object in left center �eld of vision� and that
behavior must be decomposed into actions like �cause

eyes to look left�� We want to stay at the sub� or
presymbolic level in which the dynamics of the world is
directly coupled to an internal dynamics without prior
segmentation or categorisation� This implies that we
must evolve dynamical systems instead of symbolic
computation rules�

� Cooperation vs Subsumption� Many architectures for
robotic agents	 such as the subsumption architecture
�Brooks�����	 allow di�erent behavioral modules to in�
hibit one another� We want instead to create a �level
playing �eld� in which one behavioral module cannot
inhibit another one� Di�erent modules must cooper�
ate or compete with each other in order to achieve a
coherent behavior� Genuine con�icts are handled by
motivational systems	 as studied extensively in ethol�
ogy �McFarland������ This �level playing �eld� ap�
pears crucial to apply selectionism properly because
otherwise some behavior systems get an unfair advan�
tage�

� On�line vs o��line� Most of the genetic experiments
so far have been performed in a simulation setting�
Instead	 we want to work on real robots in view of
the large discrepancies between simulations and arti�
�cial systems and the complexity of building realistic
simulators �Brooks������ Moreover we want the agent
to remain viable as a task�achieving agent instead of
running the genetic algorithm o��line and then trans�
planting a solution for testing on the robot	 as in
�Cli�s	et�al����
�� Running genetic mechanisms on�
line puts heavy constraints on the selectionist mecha�
nisms that can be used but it brings the experimental
conditions closer to real autonomous robotic agents�

� Open vs� closed functionality Most genetic experi�
ments so far assume a �xed desired functionality so
that the �tness function can be provided as input by
the designer� We want instead an evolving open func�
tionality with no a priori �tness function� To achieve
this	 we have created an experimental setup in which
there are a large number of real world constraints act�
ing on the agents �Steels����b�� The constraints range
from internal constraints �limited decision time	 lim�
ited memory� to external constraints �pressure to ob�
tain enough energy in time	 pressure to make other
robots survive	 pressure to avoid bodily damage�� This



way we obtain a situation in which there is natural se�
lection as opposed to arti�cial selection	 much in the
same way the computational constraints in the Tierra
system �Ray����� constitute a natural selection envi�
ronment for evolving copying programs�

This paper reports on progress towards the ambitious
objectives stated above� Our explorations are far from
�nished but we have achieved already the following re�
sults� ��� a selectionist architecture has been designed	
��� it has been shown experimentally that a primary
repertoire of behavioral competences can be evolved	 �
�
an implementation has been constructed on real robots
and experimental results with this implementation have
been obtained� Much further work needs to be done	
particularly towards the evolution of secondary reper�
toires and towards the mathematical investigation of the
genetic mechanisms that have been proven to be success�
ful so far in experiments� Moreover many variants of the
architecture have not been explored yet�
The rest of the paper is in four parts� First we dis�

cuss the target of evolution	 which are dynamical systems
running on a cooperative dynamics architecture� Then
the proposed selectionist mechanism	 known as the se�
lectron is described� Third some experimental results
are reported� The paper concludes with some indica�
tions how we are tackling the evolution of a secondary
repertoire�

The PDL Robot Architecture

Before we concentrate our e�orts on evolving behavioral
competences we must decide in which form this compe�
tence will be implemented on the robot� At the same
time	 the choice of robot architecture is in�uenced by
whether it supports selectionist mechanisms� We have
adopted a cooperative dynamics architecture which is
implemented with an associated language called PDL
�Steels���
�� This architecture assumes that the sensors
deliver a continuous �discretised� stream of data and that
there is a continous �discretised� stream of parameters
�owing to the e�ectors �e�g� the speed or acceleration of
the motors�� The time�varying data are made available
as the values of quantities �sensory quantities and action
parameters� which are stored in an array� There is also a
set of internal quantities which are used to keep track of
motivational states and world states	 and to support in�
ternal bookkeeping� The architecture also features pro�
cesses� A process establishes a dynamical relation be�
tween a set of quantities but is not in full control of
the exact value� For example	 there is no assignment�
If a process wants a particular quantity to have a cer�
tain value	 then it must drive the dynamics such that
this quantity progressively reaches that value� A process
is mathematically de�ned as a di�erential equation� It
is discretised to a di�erence equation and then imple�
mented by simulated parallellism similar to the way cel�
lular automata approximate continuous dynamical sys�
tems�
The third basic unit in the architecture is called a

behavior system� A behavior is a regularity in the inter�
action dynamics between an agent and the environment

�for example a certain distance is maintained from the
wall� �Smithers������ A behavior system is the set of
internal processes that are active when the regularity
is observed� Each behavior system can be said to es�
tablish a particular condition� Examples of conditions
are� approaching zero translation speed �halting behav�
ior�	 approaching maximum left photo and right photo
sensing �orientating towards a light source�	 approaching
minimum infrared re�ection �turning away from an ob�
stacle�	 etc� Often the robot can monitor the satisfaction
of a condition if it can sense the behavioral regularity�
The PDL architecture is guided by two principles

which are both adapted to create a �level playing �eld��

� All behavior systems �or more precisely all the pro�
cesses of all the behavior systems� are active at the
same time	 i�e� there are no subsumption relations be�
tween behavior systems� This means concretely that	
for example	 the forward movement behavior system
and the backward movement behavior system are both
operational� The ultimate direction taken depends on
which behavior system in�uences the overall behavior
in the strongest way�

� The in�uences of the di�erent behavior systems are
summed� Although a process can �and usually does�
internally perform a non�linear mapping	 the additive
combination guarantees that no process is viewed as
more important than another one�

Given a set of behavior systems	 each consisting of a
set of processes	 then the overall execution algorithm is
de�ned by the following procedure�

�� All quantities are frozen

�� All processes are executed and their in�uences com�
bined�


� All quantities are changed based on the in�uences�

�� The action parameter quantities are sent to the e�ec�
tors�

� The latest sensory quantities are read in�

Then the procedure starts again from �� This cycle takes
place on our current robots with PC�level processors at
a speed of at least �� cycles per second	 ensuring a very
reactive behavior �Figure ����
To regulate the interaction between di�erent behav�

ior systems motivations and behavioral tendencies have
been introduced� Both terms are used in their ethologi�
cal sense �McFarland�����	 although we introduce them
to constrain the internal architecture of the robot not to
explain empirically observed behavior as is usually done
in ethology� A motivation is a quantity which re�ects the
cost of reaching a particular state� A typical example is
a quantity EnergyNeed which is inversely proportional
to the level of the battery �Figure ���� the less energy
there is	 the higher the quantity EnergyNeed� Certain
behavior systems are in�uenced by motivational quan�
tities� For example	 because running out of energy is
fatal to the robot	 the behavior of moving towards the
charging station should be stronger as energy becomes



Figure �� Typical example of robotic agents we use
in our experiments� The body has been built with
LegoTechnicsTM � The main processor is a pocket PC
computer inserted in the robot body� We use a custom�
made sensory�motor board to bu�er and preprocess the
sensors and regulate the �ow of action parameters to the
actuators�

EnergyNeed

Battery level 

Figure �� The graph plots a typical dependency of a
motivational quantity on an external quantity	 in this
case EnergyNeed �y�axis� versus battery level �x�axis��
As a lethal region is approached	 EnergyNeed goes up
exponentially�

low� The behavioral tendency is a function �usually mul�
tiplicative� of the motivational and cue strength� The
same strength in behavioral tendency will be observed
with low motivation but high cue strength as with high
motivation but low cue strength� This is often shown
by drawing the isoclines of the behavioral tendencies�
�Figure 
��
Motivations and behavioral tendencies are well estab�

lished
notions in ethology �McFarland����� and have been sug�
gested as applicable to robotics �McFarlandBoesser������
We incorporate them here as explicit internal quantities�
There are processes which determine the level of motiva�
tions as well as the levels of behavioral tendencies� The
in�uence imposed by a behavior system is always a �mul�
tiplicative� function of the tendency associated with the
behavior�
The behavior of the robot is constrained by a set of

built�in motivations and processes computed based on
internal and external sensing� These built�in motiva�
tions set the physical boundaries of the robot �e�g� avoid

cue strength 

motivational
strength 

Figure 
� This graph plots the isoclines of the behavioral
tendency as a function of the motivational strength �y�
axis� and the cue strength �x�axis��

overcharging the batteries	 avoid running out of energy�
and are also a way to �indirectly� specify a mission to
the robot� For example	 if the robot must perform mea�
surements	 then its motivational strength to collect more
measurements depends on the amount of measurements
it has been able to gather�

The selectionist mechanism

The task of the selectionist mechanism that we seek can
now be de�ned more clearly� While remaining viable in
the environment	 the robot must evolve an appropriate
set of behavior systems which will ultimately guarantee
its survival� This means in the �rst place maintaining
adequate energy levels �assuming recharging opportuni�
ties�� We make a distinction between the acquisition of
a primary repertoire of basic functionalities such as for�
ward movement	 turning away from obstacles	 orientat�
ing towards a light source	 etc� and a secondary reper�
toire which combines primary �or secondary� behaviors
by manipulating their behavioral tendencies� So far we
have only reached solid results for deriving the primary
repertoire	 which is however often viewed as the most
di�cult part�
The basic idea of our approach centers around condi�

tions� As stated earlier	 conditions are dynamical prop�
erties of the environment or the internal state of the
agent that a particular behavior system attempts to sat�
isfy� Conditions are related to the notion of goals in
classical control theory	 but not to the notion of goal in
symbolic AI	 where goals are predicates on symbolically
described world states�
A typical example of a condition is� Wheelcounter

should approach zero� This is satis�ed in the case of a
halting behavior� To develop the primary repertoire	 the
robot generates conditions by combining randomly op�
erators	 constants	 and quantities from a limited reper�
toire� For example	 the condition �WheelCounter should
approach the maximum value �which is ���� could be
generated� For each condition	 a quantity corresponding
to a behavioral�tendency is introduced� The higher this
quantity	 the faster we expect the condition to see sat�
is�ed� At the moment	 the robot then concentrates on
evolving a behavior system for the �rst condition gener�
ated	 before moving on to the next condition� Evolving
a behavior system means to derive a set of processes
that are capable together to cause the condition to be
satis�ed�



There are many variants of selectionist mechanisms	
but they typically involve the following steps �Koza������

�� An initial population is generated�

�� The elements of the population are assigned a �tness
value�


� The constellation of the population is changed using
copy and mutate operations whose probability of oc�
currence is a function of the �tness of the elements
engaged in the operations�

We explore a particular variant of this general class of
mechanisms which is adapted to the task at hand� We
call this variant the selectron�
The initial population

In the present case	 the elements of a population are
processes	 such as �increase the translation�	 or �decrease
the rotation�� The impact of these processes is always
a �multiplicative� function of the behavioral tendency
associated with the behavior system� The initial popu�
lation may contain multiple copies of a process �in which
case the e�ect is enforced� or completely opposing pro�
cesses �for example some pushing the speed of the trans�
lation motors up and some others pushing the speed
down��
Assigning a �tness value

To determine the �tness	 all processes in the popula�
tion are allowed to run for a particular length of time
which is called the selection window W� Typical lengths
in our experiments are at least �� cycles	 i�e� �� to �
seconds� This is based on the experience that the quan�
tities �uctuate too much for a step by step evaluation
due to the tight interaction with the environment� After
the test period the �tness is determined by testing how
far the conditions are satis�ed in relation to the level of
their corresponding behavioral tendency� The test yields
a vector indicating in how far the actual value deviates
from the desired value �positive or negative�� The test
itself also takes place in a PDL process and is recorded in
a quantity called satisfaction s which gets higher when
the current state is further away from being satis�ed�
The average satisfaction during the time window W is
equal to S�T �W � �

P
j���W s�t � j��W �

As processes are run	 the system keeps track of the
role of each process for the overall behavior� A process
pi has an impact vi on a quantity q at time t� For all
processes	 ��

q �
P

vi i� vi � �	 and ��q �
P

vi i�
vi � �� The fraction di of a process pi at time t is equal
to di � vi��

�
q if vi � � or di � vi��

�

q if vi � �� The

majority direction at time t is M � �� if ��
q � ��q 	

M � �� otherwise� The role of a process pi at time t is
then de�ned as ri � Mdi� The average role of a process
pi in the time period �t� t�W � is equal to ai �

P
ri�W �

Changing the population

There are two ways in which the population changes�
by copying which ensures that a process stays in the
population or by mutation�creation which ensures that
new processes enter� The latter is particularly needed if
a needed candidate died o� prematurely�

A process has a certain probability of being copied
and�or surviving into the next generation �at time t �
W �� This probability is proportionate to the change in
average satisfaction between t and t�W �

e�t�W � �

�
�� if S�t� � S�t �W �
�� if S�t� � S�t �W �
rand���� if S�t� � S�t �W �

���

The random choice between �� and � helps to bring the
system out of local minima� The probability of copy�
ing or deleting is such that the following constraints are
satis�ed�

�Pm�t�W � � � ai�t�W � e�t �W � � �Pm�t� ���

�Pm�t �W � �� � �
�

where pi � Pm� � is a constant which is in our current
experiments set equal to ���
The mutation�creation rate is in�uenced by the

amount of processes in the population� This amount
is kept constant� In our current experiments mutation
is not yet related to �tness although we plan to do so in
the future�
All the necessary data to execute the selectionist pro�

cedures are collected at every time step and in a parallel
fashion �e�g� every process maintains itself what its role
was�� Moreover the overhead in temporal and spatial
complexity for performing selection is small enough to
incorporate selectionism as part of the robot�s normal
operation in the environment� We currently let the be�
havior systems in the primary repertoire evolve one by
one	 although the selectron algorithm does not prescribe
that only one condition is worked on at the time� Experi�
ments with multiple behavioral tendencies remain future
work�

Experiments

The following examples illustrate the behavior of the se�
lectron and provide at the same time experimental ev�
idence for the viability of the approach� We concen�
trate �rst on evolving behavior systems for moving for�
ward and backward and for halting using only one sen�
sory quantity �WheelCounter� and one action parameter
�Translation speed of the motors�� We �rst look at for�
ward movement with tendency Tendency�� The quan�
tities involved are WheelCounter	 translation speed of
the left and right motors	 Tendency�	 and satisfaction���
The latter quantities correspond respectively to the be�
havioral tendency for engaging in forward behavior and
the satisfaction with which this behavior is actually ob�
served�
The initial population is as follows� The number of

copies of a process in the population is indicated in
parentheses behind the name�

process�� �����
Translation �	 Tendency� 

approach�����WheelCounter������
process�� �����
Translation �	 Tendency� 

approach��translation������



process�� �����
Translation �	 Tendency� 

approach����WheelCounter������
process�� �����
Translation �	 Tendency� 

approach�����translation������
process�� �����
Translation �	 Tendency� 

approach����WheelCounter������
process�� �����
Translation �	 Tendency� 

approach��WheelCounter�������

Here are some steps in the execution of the algorithm�
For each step the average satisfaction at time t and t�W
are displayed as well as the direction e� For each process	
the sum of the in�uences ri during the time period �t� t�
W � and the number of processes in the population after
copying and elimination are indicated�

Step �� Satisf� ������	��������e	��
process�� ����� ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ����� ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ������ ��
Step �� Satisf� ������	��������e	�
process�� ������ ��
process�� ����� ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ����� ��
process�� ����� ��
Step �� Satisf� ������	��������e	�
process�� ������ ��
process�� ����� ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ����� ��
process�� ����� ��
Step �� Satisf� ������	��������e	�
process�� ����� ��
process�� ����� ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ����� ��
process�� ������ ��
process�� ����� ��

We observe during this short sequence a gradual im�
provement in the �tness of the population �because sat�
isfaction evolves to zero�� Usually there is a period of
heavy competition until the winning processes �nally
dominate� This happens quite rapidly once these pro�
cesses gain a slight upperhand	 similar to phase transi�
tions� The same data as above is displayed graphically
but for a complete evolutionary sequence in Figure ��
We see that the satisfaction �directly related to �tness�
evolves towards zero and that two processes dominate�
These processes cause the wheel counter to approach the
maximum value ���� The �nal population has the fol�
lowing constellation�
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behavior system�

process��� �
process��� �
process��� ��
process��� �
process��� ��
process��� �

The evolution of the WheelCounter �which is a sensory
quantity� and the translational quantity �which is an ac�
tion parameter� during the same time period are given in
Figure � They indeed both reach their maximumvalues
at the end of the evolutionary sequence�
Another typical run	 now for acquiring the halting be�

havior	 is shown in Figure �� The evolution of Wheel�
Counter and Translation speed as given in Figure �� re�
�ects the oscillation before the robot comes to a stand
still� The processes at the end are�

process�� ����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach ���� WheelCounter������
process�� �����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach �� WheelCounter������
process�� ����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach ���� translation������
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quantities as the robot is evolving a halting behavior�

process�� ����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach ����� translation������
process�� ����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach �� translation������

Process��	 which moves Translation towards a state
where the WheelCounter is zero dominates	 and process�
�	 which indirectly contributes	 both contain a non�
empty population� Often we note a quasi�periodic os�
cillation before the dynamics settles on the winning pro�
cesses� This is illustrates in the results of another exper�
iment displayed in Figure ��
In yet another evolutionary run the following solution

was obtained for the halting problem�

process�� �����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach�����translation������
process�� �����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach����WheelCounter������
process�� �����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach��translation������
process��� ����
translation �	 tendency�� 
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Figure �� Evolution of the WheelCounter and translation
quantities as the robot is evolving a halting behavior� We
observe typically oscillations before the system settles in
a solution�

approach��WheelCounter������
process�� ����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach�����WheelCounter������
process�� ����
translation �	 tendency�� 

approach����translation������

Here we see a dynamic equilibrium between processes
pushing towards the minimum �process�� and process�
� and those pushing towards the maximum �process��
and process��� so that the net e�ect is to cause halting
behavior�
We have consistently observed rapid success in gener�

ating such primitive behavioral competences where only
few quantities are involved� In about �� percent of the
cases	 �good� processes are eliminated before a solution is
found and then the system must rely on mutations to re�
generate lost processes� But also in those cases adequate
solutions are found�

Conclusion
The paper has discussed a selectionist mechanism	 called
the selectron	 which has been designed to evolve new be�
havioral competences for a robotic agents� The mech�
anism satis�es the following constraints� ��� it can be
used on�line	 ��� it can be used on a real robot as it is
operating in a dynamically changing real world environ�
ment	 �
� there is no �xed �tness function imposed from
the outside by the designer�
The selectron is based on a cooperative dynamics ar�

chitecture which assumes that behavioral competence is
decomposed into behavior systems� Each behavior sys�
tem consists of a set of processes that establish a dy�
namical relationship between a set of sensory and action
parameter quantities and a set of internal quantities� A
behavior system	 as it operates	 satis�es a particular dy�
namic condition	 for example approaching a zero wheel
counter �halting behavior�� To evolve a new behavior
system	 an initial population of processes is generated at
random� These processes operate in parallel and deter�
mine the behavior of the robot in interaction with the



environment� At regular time intervals	 the evolution of
the satisfaction of the condition is calculated and this
is used to vary the population using �tness proportion�
ate copy and elimination operations on processes� Initial
experimental results demonstrate the viability of the ap�
proach�
There are many variations of the selectron algorithm

which we have not investigated yet and experiments are
in progress for deriving a secondary repertoire� Also a
mathematical investigation remains future work� Much
further work needs to be done to understand how the
power of evolution can be unleashed on the development
of behavior� But at the same time �rst results obtained
so far are highly encouraging�
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